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THE HISTORY OF FORAGE PROGRAM AT W.S.U. ~/
B. Rodney Bertramson ~
The dust storms of 1933-34 in the Great Plains darkened the skies over
Washington D. C.

Like signs from the Heavens in biblical times, these brought

to the attention of Congress the preachings of the great conservation prophet,
Dr. Hugh Hammond Bennett--it was high time to save our precious soils, if we
were to escape the fate of other great civilizations that have gone before.

A

huge national program was initiated in 1934 under the aegis of the Department
of the Interior and labelled, "The Erosion Service".
oriented.

The service was engineer

The strategy--something like that of the Bureau of Reclamation--was

to stop this erosion by means of engineering structures--earthen dams,
concrete drop outlet dams, and more elaborate concrete structures down in the
alluvial plains, in the gullies, and ditches.

As the silt-ladened waters

swelled over these structures, covered them with the load of silt, or washed
them out, the message came through to the program planners:

"You've got to

hold that soil in place and control the waters up on the watersheds, not down
in the gulleys and streams!'1

Planners began to listen to the managers of

vegetation: the agronomists, range management specialists, and foresters.
cannot manage the countryside unless one manages the vegetation.

One

For those

lands involved with agricultural production and concentrated populations, the
managers are generally agronomists.

Even the cultivated crops call for a kind

of plant management in an intensive form.

From the edge of the black-top, or

concrete, to where forest or wild lands take over, this is the domain of
agronomists.

That is a given!!

All too often, the agronomist has not been

consulted--or if consulted, it was
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too late, when nothing was left but an unfriendly environment of eroded, bare,
mutilated landscape.

With the increasing awareness via environmentalists,

maybe things will change!
"Things will get worse before they get better" is an oft-spoken
prediction that was well illustrated in the dustbowl days of the 30's.
had gotten worse!

And the nation decided to do something about it.

Things

A start

was made!
The Erosion Service in the Department of Interior metamorphosed to the
Soil Conservation Service under the Department of Agriculture and agronomists
were brought into the act.

The importance of grasses--and legumes--in

stopping erosion, in managing the watershed, was recognized.

Agronomists set

up grass nurseries of collections from native and introduced grasses to
evaluate their performance for erosion control as well as in forage
production.

The native grasses were domesticated, selections were made, and

strains became carefully identified varieties with the seed processed like
other crop seeds via a generation system of certified seeds increase.
It was through this process of an evolving Soil Conservation Program that
the SCS Nursery for the Pacific Northwest was established adjacent to the
campus of WSU.

As a biased "forty-niner", arriving 15 years later at WSU, I

proclaim this to have been one of the finest programs of its kind in the
USA--let's say, "in the world"!

It dealt not only with stopping erosion,

putting sod of fibrous roots into erosive soil, but developing and testing
forage plants for economic agriculture as well.
urgent mission.
USDA and WSU.

It was a program with an

It developed the closest of working partnerships between the
The team of Federal and State workers served both their

respective institutions and their colleagues faithfully and well.
was the thing!

The Program
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Many illustrious and well-known agronomists participated in this program.
Most assuredly, some will be omitted in this recounting and I apologize for
the oversight.

A special bonus of manpower to assist with nursery field work

were helpers from the old

eec

camp located where the Pullman-Moscow airport

now stands.
The results from this cooperative program were presented very well by
John L. Schwendiman and W. E. Chapin in Agronomy and Men 1950-51.
the SCS Nursery Managers for the Pullman and Bellingham Nurseries,
respectively.

Their articles are excerpted here:

They were
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Simultaneously on the State side, the Department of Agronomy released,
via Washington State Crop Improvement Association, 2000 pounds of foundation
seed of the 10 different grasses which had been released by the Experiment
Station through a cooperative review with other states and the USDA.

In

cooperation with the National Foundation Seed Program, Washington Agricultural
Experim~nt

Stations increased Ranger alfalfa and Kenland Red Clover.

The

production of these under irrigation was almost an embarrassement to the
National Program because instead of only 100 lbs. of red clover seed per acre,
the three-year average yields were around 900 lbs.
Ranger alfalfa were 1200 lbs. per acre.

The average yields for

The national Foundation Seed Project

was more than successful!
The history of forage work at WSU goes back to the very beginnings of the
Institution.

A colorful agrostologist of the faculty was Charles Piper who

came here in 1892 as a botanist from the University of Washington.

He left

here in 1903 to become an agrostologist in charge of crop investigations for
USDA.

He later was Chairman of the Committee that organized the publication

of the Agronomy Journal.

Some of the accessions in his nursery just north of

the Compton Union Building are now "escapes" to be found in the surrounding
courtyside.

One is a primative

cylindrica) and is a bad weed.

ancest~r

of our common wheats (Aegilops

It is a winter annual (like winter wheat)

introduced from Russia and is commonly called "goat grass".

Dr. Piper was

well known for his texts and other publications dealing with the flora of the
Pacific Northwest.

(Piper, Charles V., and R. Kent Beattie, 1915)

Dr. John E. Weaver, a prestigeous plant ecologist at the University of
Nebraska in the 30 s and 40's, worked on the Palouse Vegetation when on the
l

faculty of the WSU Department of Botany 1911-1914.

His superb teaching on the

subject was witnessed by Drs. H. W. Smith and B. R. Bertramson later of WSU in
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his courses at the University of Nebraska.

He did a great deal of early

studies on the various factors in vegetative management and slope that
affected erosion control.

Dr. Rexford Daubenmire of the WSU Botany Department

conducted many ecological studies on the grass and forb communities of the
Pacific Northwest.
The SCS Nursery at Pullman was first headed by Dr. A. L. Hafenrichter-formerly a faculty member of the WSU Agronomy Department.
dramatic, colorful, and able scientist.

He was an intense,

Those who worked under him, lovingly

and respectfully described him in such term as that IIdictatorial little
Dutchman!ll

But they bore the title of IIHafie ' s Boys" proudly, and they

profited in later years by his teachings and supervision.

(In later years

when Bertramson was Chairman of the Department of Agronomy and Hafenrichter
was in a supervisory capacity officed in Portland, Hafie often came to see the
Chairman, to reinforce some earlier commitment from the Department.

One felt

. as though confronted by a prophet of biblical times when he would intone,
liBert, we convenanted with you ...

II

•

He always made his point well and usually

got his way!
Hafie was succeeded as Nursery Manager by John L. Schwendiman whose
personality and presence came to be embodied in the Soil Conservation
Nursery--later called the Plant Material Center.
forages in the Nursery.

He literally lived with the

Any damage to them, or the Program there, was a

direct pain to John.
A close cohort of John's on the faculty was Prof. Alvin G. Law who was
well known for his incisive and often witty pronouncements.

One day, in a fit

of frustration because some people in Range Management were challenging John's
philosophy, Al declared, IIJohn Schwendiman has forgotten more about range
management than they will ever know!1I
Schwendiman was dramatically portrayed!

Al's loyalty to, and esteem for, John
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Harold Miller, also at the Nursery with john Schwendiman in the early
days--even at the beginning--of the Nursery went to Pleasanton, California to
head up that Nursery in 1947.

Later, he returned to Portland, when Hafie

retired in the early 70's, to take over Hafie's position as Regional Plant
'Materials Specialist for the 17 western states.

Miller and his wife, Evelyn,

..

returned to WSU in May 1986 to the Golden Grads celebration.
graduates of WSU.

Both were

Hal Miller's recollections were recorded on a tape by the

author for the Oral History Project of WSU.

Hal said the early history

records of the Pullman SCS Nursery--and of all the other SCS Nurseries--are
located at the Conservation History Library of the University of Wyoming,
Laramie.

John Schwendiman has prepared a detailed report, or history of the

SCS Nursery located at Pullman on a year to year basis.

This is also to be

included as a part of the History of Agronomy and Soils WSU.

1985.

Harry Schoth and Hank Rampton were earlier participants in the SCS
Nursery Program here and later went to Oregon State University.

Others who

served at the SCS Nursery here at various times were Virgil Hawks who went to
Iowa State to head up the SCS Nursery there, Joe Williams, ED Minnick, and
Dick Adlard.

The latter two became county agents here in Washington.

Lowell

Mullen worked with Schoth in collection of native plant materials for the
Nursery.
Early in the Eisenhower Administration, a move was launched to eliminate
the nurseries or to severely curtail their programs--transfer them to the
Universities, etc.

At that time, definite plans were made to maintain the

Pullman Nursery Program as a part of WSU and to transfer John Schwendiman to
the State payroll.

Fortunately, the Pullman Nursery was one of those

preserved by SCS, USDA.

But it did not escape unscathed.

program were greatly curtailed.

Its funds and

It has never returned to glory and the
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prestige of its earlier days.
This regrettable de-emphasis is never the less understandable in view of
the direction agriculture has taken.

More and more, the agriculture of the

Palouse has shifted away from animals and the production of forages to cash
crops and a farm support program.

Unfortunately, there is much less use made

of forages and legumes in crop rotations in the Palouse.

The nitrogen is

supplied via the fertilizer bag and soil tilth is temporarily ameliorated by
the overwhelming application of horespower and cultivation.

But in the long

run, the physical condition of the soils has greatly deteriorated.
Under the present economy, the hope for soil conservation lies in
resorting to trashy fallow and no-till farming.

Many problems remain with

these types of culture in the high rainfall (more than 16 11 ) of the Palouse;
but progress is being made.
In the meantime, the benefits of the SCS Nursery Program are on "hold".
The knowledge of forage crop management to retain the soil is preserved in all
these reports and publications.

The seeds of the improved strains of grasses

and legumes are available and preserved awaiting the inevitable return of
times when perennial grasses and legumes will again playa greater role in
conservation of our precious soil.

Some years ago, when Russell Train was

Administrator of The Environmental Protection Agency, a well documented
bulletin came out from that Agency stating what one can observe on every hand:
the conservation of our precious soil is no better--or scarcely better--than
it was in the hey day of concern when the Soil Conservation Service was
activated.

One should not conclude all that effort was for naught:

how badly

off would we be today in the conservation of our soil if the program had never
been initiated?
too late?

Some~,

we will put it all together--we hope--before it is
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Much work was done in the Department by Dr. J. K. Patterson, John
Goodding, and others in studying means of rehabilitation of our devastated
range lands which were in their prime when white man came here.

Delayed

grazing, staged rotational grazing, reseeding, use of selective herbicides,
use of large scale cultivation where there are no rocks and use of fertilizer
,have all been evaluated.

Suffice it to say, when food gets scarce--the price

justifies greater inputs--the meat yield from these ranges can be doubled or
trebled, but at a cost not now justifiable at present food prices.
Currently, 1986, the Farm Program aims to take poor and erodable lands
out of cultivation and restore them to a good protective cover.

This is a

noble effort--if carried through with inspections to see that such put-aside
lands are converted to a really protective cover.

The original Soil Bank

scheme left much to be desired where establishment in many instances was far
from acceptable.
An important and gratifying aspect of forage use is in our turf program
for golf courses, parks, cemeteries, residential lawns, etc.

In 1948, the

first annual turf conference was organized upon the initative of Prof. E. G.
Schafer and A. G. Law.

Four golf course superintendents had appealed to them

for help with turf problems.

They were Glenn Proctor, Louis Schmidt, John

Harrison, and Wilfred Brusseau.

By 1950, the conference had grown to draw 70

turf enthusiasts from allover the Pacific Northwest.

At the conclusion of

that meeting, preparation began to make this the Pacific Northwest Turf
Conference.

It grew rapidly, prospered, and became identified as an

association that supported turf research at WSU and promoted state support
through the Legislature.
Grass seed production grew rapidly to become an important seed industry
of the PNW with Washington State a foremost producer.

Climatic conditions
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seemed ideal for maximum production of grass seed of the highest quality.

And

the Washington State Crop Improvement Association with its State Certification
Program placed Washington Certified Seed in the top category of purity and
trueness to type.

Robert Dye of Pomeroy, a WSU agronomy graduate, became the

largest producer and supplier of certain grass seeds in the country.

And

Arden Jacklin and sons Don and Doyle--also graduates of WSU--were largely
responsible for a tremendous grass seed industry in Northern Idaho and
adjacent areas of Washington around Spokane.

Prof. A. G. Law covered the

subject of turf grass seed production in the WSC Agronomy and Men 1958-59.
This excerpted article follows:
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Much research and extension work on turf has been done by Dr. Roy Goss
from the Puyallup Station and by Prof. Al Law and Kenny Morrison in eastern
Washington.

Goss gave a good report on the turf work in western Washington in

WSU Agronomy and Men 1962-63.

The excerpt follows.

The article by Goss and a

later one by Al Law 74-75 give an idea of the scope and economic importance of
the turf industry in the State of Washington.

Law's article in The Agronomist

1974-75 is also included for ready reference.

The WSU turf program has indeed

served the State well--especially when one considers the limited resources of
time and funds that have been put to it.
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In addition to the work of the SCS Nurseries in the evaluation of
production and quality of many grasses and legumes, there has been an
extensive program of studies on cultural practices in forage production.

Joe

Jacobs, Don Oldenmeier, Bob Von Keuren and Dave Evans at Prosser carried out a
number of yield trials with grass and legume mixtures and pure stands under
irrigation.
on.

Cooperative beef grazing trials with Wilton Heineman were carried

This cooperation was exemplary.

The cooperators were so selfless that it

was difficult to place credit for the work accomplished, the results obtained.
The goal was to find a pasturage that would produce 3 pounds of beef per day
per acre.

This seemed to be just a bit beyond actual, but not far.

In Western Washington Maynard Grunder, Herman Austenson, Corwin Johnson,
and Stanton E. Brauen also conducted studies on yield and quality of forage
from various mixtures and under different management programs.

,

Along came

Darrell Turner in Outlying Testing (1955) and such testing was conducted
extensively in most of the counties of western Washington.
information was gained and put to use.

Soil fertility studies with forages

were conducted by M. E. McCollum 1920 to 1927.
program by Karl Baur and Todd Tremblay.
Mortenson and Aaron Baker.

Much useful

He was succeeded in this

They were in turn succeeded by Walter

Newell Dickson (1944-1953) was in charge of a

project in Western Washington to evaluate the feasibility of converting
logged-over mountainous areas of western Washington to pastures or range.
EC910gical and economic factors proved the fallacy of that proposal.

C. B.

Harston conducted cooperative TVA forage fertilization studies in western
Washington.
In the irrigated central Washington area, the annual production goal was
10 tons of high quality alfalfa hay per acre.

achieved on rare occasions.

Such yield records were

Irving Dow 1955-83 as outlying Testing Specialist
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in the Columbia Basin Irrigation Project combined the fruits of research with
Extension for that area in forage management with excellent results.
Especially the soil fertility and minor element aspects of forage management
were clarified and the information disseminated with the help of cooperating
county agents.
In eastern Washington, the goal was to find ways to get 3 tons annually
of good quality hay per acre--and then figure out some way to harvest it
without loss.

"Surest way to get a good June rain in eastern Washington is to

cut down your hay crop!"

At least, it seems that way.

Hay harvesting in

eastern Washington is severely hampered by the weather; and risks of loss from
harvest greatly exceed those of any other crop.
In contrast to the ease of harvesting wheat, hay making is very arduous
work; the product is miserable and awkward to handle.

Much speculation and

experimentation on drying, cubing, pe11eting of hay has gone on.

If we can

only find ways to do that economically, then -forage production will boom in
Washington.
In the early 50's Al Law, Kenny Morrison, and dairy scientists, Al Shaw,
and Scott Hodgson assisted in forage and silage clinics with emphasis on
quality and palatability of forages for pasture, and hay silage produced in
Western Washington.

They gained much

notori~ty

and high-lighted this aspect

of forage utilizetion by serving as surrogates for the dairy cows as judges of
palatability.

If they pronounced an ensilage sample "Excellent" who could, or

would, argue with them?
To coordinate these far-flung research and extension activities envolving
forage management, the forage workers from all 'areas of the state met annually
to learn what had been accomplished, to consider urgent needs and the
available resources for planning and direction of the program for the future,
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and to share resource efforts and expertise.

Surely the program prospered

from this coordination of efforts and served as a model of what faculty
research and extension workers can do through such teamwork.
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The Regional SCS Nursery located adjacent to the WSU campus at Pullman in
1935 provided a unique opportunity to pursue forage studies in great detail.
The excellent cooperation between State and SCS people was truly outstanding
and provided an ideal climate for fruitful work.

Many visitors from around

the USA and from other countries came to inspect this Nursery Headquarters and
work area.

Many grad students have been trained here while working part-time

for the College and the Nursery.

The Nursery and the infusion of Federal

funds helped provide the "critical mass

ll

to fuel a vigorous forage program at

WSU.
While Farm Programs and economics have dampened the forage production in
the Palouse area, the excellent pastures and forage production in the Columbia
Basin and other irrigated areas and the intensive pasture production in Western

,

Washington bear witness to the success of the forage program at WSU from
research to extension--putting forage technology to work on the land.
The Department of Agronomy and Soils recognized the tremendous importance
of turf for recreational area, for landscaping residential, industrial and
highway areas.

It provided the research and extension to ensure the proper

application of turf technology in all these areas of varied and specific
needs.

